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CAPE ADVANCED VEHICLES - GEN3 IS HERE!
CAV’s new Gen3 platform lays the foundation for new models.

Cape Advanced Vehicles (CAV) has started production of their new, third generation (Gen3) platform.
The Gen3 platform is a strong and versatile foundation to support CAV’s advancement and expansion in
2015 and beyond.

The Gen3 platform. A rock-solid foundation.
CAV’s proprietary Stainless Steel monocoque is the keystone of the company’s design. The chassis has
received international praise for its strength and hand-finished beauty. In its third generation, every
panel is 3D modelled, laser cut and TIG welded for the greatest accuracy.
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The updated bulkhead and rear section now accommodates a wider range of engines; including the allnew emissions-compliant modular range from Ford Racing. Torsional rigidity of the chassis is
maintained at 32kNm/° without increasing the total weight.
The revised suspension setup, and liberal use of aircraft-grade aluminium, pushes CAV to new heights;
both in quality and performance. By allowing designs to evolve naturally, CAV has transformed the
platform and its constituents into crafted works of performance art.
With form following function, high-precision machining and advanced materials combine to create a
platform that is as beautiful to behold as it is exacting in its performance.
New engines. New models. The future of the classic GT40.
CAV’s Gen3 turn-key offering now includes two progressive engine options. The first is a custom-built
347ci (5.7L) small block V8 boasting 450HP (335kW) and 405lb.ft (550Nm). The new addition is a 305ci
(5.0L) fuel-injected Ford Racing V8; capable of at least 410HP (305kW) and 390lb.ft (530Nm) with racespec catalytic converters. Both engines feature the GT40’s classic “bundle of snakes” exhaust system.
CAV will celebrate the Gen3 platform and new engine options by launching the GT+ (GT “plus”) model
later this year. As it nears the end of its development, the GT+ is poised to flaunt a host of upgrades
and updates aimed at a distinct group of GT40 enthusiasts.
With a strong focus and driving passion for R&D, CAV promises that the GT+ will not be the only new
model to benefit from the Gen3 advancements.

Cape Advanced Vehicles
Cape Advanced Vehicles, founded in 1999, is an internationally recognised manufacturer of bespoke
GT40 replicas.
The name acknowledges Ford Advanced Vehicles; founded by Henry Ford II in 1963 to produce the
original GT40 racing cars.
Today, CAV has become a by-word for quality and the CAV GT is widely regarded as the most
comfortable, refined and user-friendly GT40 replica in the world.
Visit the CAV website www.cav.co.za for more information or contact CAV directly at info@cav.co.za.
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